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I. Compefition Data

competition is announceri by the Faculty of Humanities at Kons tantinpreslavsky University
of Shumen for the needs of Turkish Language and Literature Department at the university. I
am part of the competition academic jury staff under order No. p[-l 6-019/11. 03.2A20 bv
University of Shumen,s Itector.

All procedure actions uirdertaken in connection with announced competition comply with the
requirements of Development of Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria Act, and
provided hard copy of documentation is in compliance with Art. 67 of Academic Staff
Development Regurations at Konstantin preslavsky university of Shumen.
U. Competition Applicant's Data

The only Applicant in the competition is
Chufadar, PhD, fiom Turkish Language and

Shumen.

Academic growtle of N. chufadar, PhD is connected with the University of shumen,
where she has graduated, one after another, with Bachelor,s and Master,s degrees in major
Russian and Turkish and in 1999, she acquired professional qualification ,,Russian Language
and Literature and Turkir;h Language and Literature Teacher,,. From 2005 to 2010 N.
chufadar is a full+ime PhlD student in Folklore Studies at Turkish Language and Literature
Department at the Univerrsity of Shumen, as in 2013, she successfully defended phD
dissertation in topic: "M1'thologems "Destiny" and"Death,,in the epos,,The Book of Dede
Korkut" at Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Studies with Ethnographic Museum -
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, and since 2014, shehas hold the academic position of
chief Assistant Professor at the same Department. Professional experience of Applicant is
formed by the wide range of 4 compulsory course units taught by her, 5 optional and 1
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facultative' prirnarily in Turkish, which cover linguistic, ethnolinguistic and culturological
aspects of Turkish language and folklore. In these themes, N. chufadar, phD manages to
emphasize significant'a'd up-to-date issues and to motivate the students taught by her to
make research on them in diploma theses, defended by an excellent grade /academic
supervision of 2 gtaduating students is specified{ as well as to present them in publications in
co'authorship with a Supervisor ll article,2076, and,lstudy, 201g/,and also to realize joint
participation in an international academic forum /Kirklareli, 201g/.In work with taught
students' emphasis which N. chufadar, PhD puts on practical application of theoretical
knowledge acquired by students should also be noted, as her efforts has two main directions:
stimulating terrain reserarch and collection activity for forkrore customs and traditions within
the region' as well as development of intercultural competence and skills of the students
taught in the field of brisiness communication and business etiquette practicing in Turkish via
organizing their participartion in particular events in tourism and advertising business, thus
supporting their career devel6orn.nt. Professional engagements of N. chufadar, phD include
rcalized teaching mobilities into two universities in Turkey lrrakyaUniversity, Edirne, 2015,
and Tekirdag Namik Kemal university, 20171. Expert activity of the Applicant can be
determined as very actlve and versatile. N. chufadar, phD is a reviewer of research and
applied research works of various genres: besides student diploma theses /5/, articles /4/,
workbooks /2/' she has participated in 6 research projects focused on theory and application
aspects of Turkish, a member of the editorial boards of 2 digital magazines, dedicated to
Turkish language and literature on the Balkans. This pregnant with meaning and versatile
activity for sure facilitates establishment and development of Bulgarian Turkology studies in
the area of Folklore Studies and Intercultural communication, develops deeper interest into
their Balkans' dimensions, widens the perimeter of researches in those areas and attracts
many young people's interest to them, furthers also maintaining beneficial academic and
professional contacts.

IIn. compliance withr Requirements for Hording Academic position
The results from teaching and research activity of Applicant - N. chufadar, phD in

competition presented for expert assessment meet the compulsory condition for compliance
with minimum national requirements under Development of Academic Staff in the Republic
of Bulgaria Act (Art' 26), asApplicant's quantitative indicators exceed the threshold level for
holding the academic position of ,,Associate Professor" /400 points/ and they are equalto 442,
5 points.

ry. Characteristics of Research papers presented



In the competition, N' chufadar, PhD participates by habilitation paper - the monograph
"Fantastic Elements in the Epic of Koroghlu" /Konstantin preslavsky University of Shumen
Publishing house' 2019 - 792 pages/,2 studies /1 in co-authorship{ 6 articles /l in co-
authorship/ and 8 repofts, primarily at international academic conferences /Bulgaria and
Turkey/.

Academic production is in the following research areas: Mythology, Folklore, culturology. 6
quotations are found which is a proof of the resonance resulted in academic circles.

N' chufadar' PhD has a copyright on the research papers and there is no plagiarism in them,
for which Declaration is attached.

v' Synthesized Assessment of Appticant's Main Research and Applied Research
Contribufions

Research aims of N' ctrufadar, PhD are primarily oriented to mythology and in particular to
hero and fantastic fdlklore texts, they distinguish and build a research field in which
extraordinary heroes and symbol elements and actions take main place, disclosing actually
archetype /primaryl rnodels of thinking and behaviour, ,,putting in order,, people,s lives,
making thern part of a particular culture and explaining, according to its traditions. the
world and place of people in it beyond rationality.
In this context, the particular results which N. chufadar, phD achieves are of contributive
nature in connection with her research in rnythology themes phirosophical,
anthropological, litera'ry studies, linguistic, semiotic all together on the basis of hero and
fantastic short stories /epics/ of Turkic peoples or the mythological hero Koroghlu, dating
back to 16 - r7century, presented most of alr in the habilitation paper.
In my opinion' the follor,ving achievements have the main nature of contribution:
- A specific topic not researched until now in Bulgarian Turkology studies is posed with

respect to origin of fantastic elements in epics of Koroghlu in ethnocultural space of
various Turkic-speaking peoples lAzerbaijanis, Tajiks, Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Turkmens,
Turkish people/, who have epic short stories for this mythological hero/ Krop-
or*/Kyorogla, Kyp-ourr/Kuroglay, Kopomy/Koroglu, Kroporny/Kyoroglu,
fropornr/Gyorogla, fopornr/Gorogla, fypyrna/Gurugli, rypry:rulGurguri/, and a
research approach is built for multiple variations of source texts and their interpretation,
which enables N. ctrufadar, phD, on the one part, to operate with great quantity of
authentic information, and, on the other paft, to appry acomparative approach to it, so
she can emphasize in the analysed texts what is universal and unique in the view of
Turkic peoples about the world. This perspective of the research logically widens by



parallels with Ancient Greece and Ancient Egypt mythology lpage 47, 56,62,etc./ with
reference to Arba'ian epos, Irish sagas, Slavic mythology /page 4g, page r20, etc.r,
Gagauz folklore '/page 23/, as well as to Bulgarian epos /page 36 - 37/ and,the legends
of Bulgarian mythLological hero King Mark o /page 57/, supporting the presence of
general human motives and univers ar characters in worrd mythology.

- Deep philosophical essence of epics content and coherence of plots in them are
presented by the aoncepts of various religions and religious doctrines /Tengrism,
Shamanism, Manichaeism, Isram rpage 74, g0 - 93, 102 rregarding how the worrd is
organized.

- Genre specifics of epics as epic shoft stories is made clear and their motives and
compositional elqments the same as those of fairy tales are analysed, as well as
syncretism of religious /of Islam/ and fairy-tale elements in them /page 90 - 91, 154"
aln /vtw./.

- Rich metaphoricil sense of the characters in epics is unfolded: objects, nature and
cosmos elements and powers, animars, people, their names and magic actions, their
doubles /trickster' page 77, etc.l and rivals /saboteurs, antagonists, page l34,etc./. The
essence of symbols is interpreted, connection with material and spiritual values which
they reproduce is specified and also with deeper, subconscious, archetypal models of
behaviour of people and their psychological qualities /for instance, the archetype
"trickster", "shadow", according to c. Jung, page r23/. special attention is paid to
communication between sacral /supernatural/ powers and to the character possessing
them' as the analysis consists of many layers: from semiotics point of view of ch. peirce
and R. Barthes /as signs in sign systems, page r43, r44, 146/, via categories of
aesthetics lawfuland comic, page 128,132, etc.l,via terminology of speech acts theory/
communicative situattion, communicative act, addresser, addressee, etc., pagel40, etc./,
from linguistic point of view /as ranguage game, page r32 - r34, 139, 147. etc./.

- unique theoretical knowledge is operated with-analyses of popular scholars-turkologists
for the whole set of problems of Turkic folklore researched in monograph, in the context
of which the achievements of Bulgarian studies are also included /R. Mollov 1g57,rv.
venedikovl 997, B. Aleksiev 2005, r. simeonov 2009, G. Lozanova 2010, etc.r.

- As a result of searching work of the author, a copy of Istanbul original of the epic of
Koroghlu is found on the territory of Bulgaria - in the history museum in the town of
Popovo, which is compared in the monograph with Bulgarian version of Istanbul
original drawn up by R. Mollov lpage 1151.



- wider culturological framework of researches presented in some article s /7.2,7.3,7.4.,
7 '5 ' 7 '81 ' dedicated to the topics of women 's fieedom in oghuz society, fbr the place of
Turkish woman in the history of Turkish culture and literature, for the healing power of
natural elements: wood, waterand stone, forthe cultural value of the works of Turkish
national culture irt child upbringing.

- Reproduced and interpreted fragment of mythological picture of the world in Turkic
folklore based on the epics of the mythological hero Koroghlu in the academic
publications of N' chufadar, PhD has not only clear theoretical contribution but also
applied research nature because for sure it will be used fbr lecture courses, seminars and
it would also provpke new researches to appear in this area.

VI. Main Critical Notes and Recommendations

I would formulate critical notes with respect to some stylistic diversity of the
monograph body, resulted' from many and long quotations from both source texts and quoted
authors' reasonings.

works of othef Bulgarian scholars /for instance, Assoc. prof. v. yankova:
"Mythology and Folklote. Turkic Mythology. Muslim Mythology.. - university of Shumen,
20141 should have been used and added to the very good bibriographic basis of habilitation
paper /of more than 200 [itles/.

In the texts translated from Russian I found here and there names
fepar<rnlGerakal, page 64, Kbprb3Ku ,taMa*u /Kargas shamans,
frru4uprrur/Yrldnm, page I 4gl.

In the next issue of the monograph, multiple punctuation mistakes, which are also
found in the documents presented for the cornpetition, must be corrected compulsorily.

My recommendation to N. chufadar, PhD is to draw up and issue workbook in
Turkish Folklore, where her current developments and achievements to underlie.

VII. Conclusion
Nevrie chufadar, PhD is an established university lecturer and good specialist in folklore and
Turkic mlthology in theil' versatile culturological dimensions. It gives me a reason to state my
positive opinion with respect to the application of Nevrie Ahmedova chufadar, phD to hold
the academic position of ,,Associate Professor" in the field of higher education 2. l1umanities.
profbssional area 2'l' Phiiology (Folklore Studies *'l'urkish F'olklore and Intercultural:j
Communication) at Konstantin preslavsky University of Shumen.
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